
Remote Learning Lesson 

• You need to answer each question. Follow on 
from the sentence starters. 

• Anything you research must be put into your 
own words DO NOT COPY AND PASTE FROM 
THE INTERNET!

• Once you have completed all the tasks you 
need to save your work with your name 



4-5: Why do you think Kevin committed suicide?

6-7: What do you think Kevin meant by his suicide note?

8: Who do you think suffered more, the little boy in the 
picture or Kevin Carter? Why?

Kevin Carter was a photographer, he won a 
prize for the photo he took of a Sudan 
toddler being preyed upon by a vulture. 

Not long after, Kevin committed suicide, 
he left a note saying “I am haunted by the 

vivid memories of killings & corpses & 
anger & pain, of starving or wounded 

children, of trigger-happy madmen, often 
police, of killer executioners"

Extension:

What would you 
do if you were in 
Kevin’s situation?

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=kevin+carter&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=LErH32qfJXmlcM&tbnid=ej8zMYHKP9z2GM:&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.lomography.com/magazine/lifestyle/2014/02/19/icons-in-focus-kevin-carter&ei=v4YaVMSfNovraLjVgegM&bvm=bv.75097201,d.d2s&psig=AFQjCNFdP_NexL62h3obBCIFEbwkpOSuYg&ust=1411110971125104
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=kevin+carter&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=Uc1mzWXadrElaM&tbnid=vZRooXmVQVns-M:&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.photography-news.com/&ei=0YYaVMaHKYXgaNPJgPAL&bvm=bv.75097201,d.d2s&psig=AFQjCNFdP_NexL62h3obBCIFEbwkpOSuYg&ust=1411110971125104


Title: Evil & Suffering
Friday, 12 March 2021

Lesson Focus: 

To understand why evil & suffering leads to Atheism.

Brain In Gear Task:

Complete the section of the starter sheet which is aimed 
at your target.



Learning Outcomes
1. Must be able to identify if an evil is natural or moral.

2. Must be able to describe why some people do not believe in God.

3. Must be able to give reasons for my opinion.

1. Should be able to explain why an evil is natural or moral.

2. Should be able to explain why some people do not believe in God.

3. Should be able to give reasons for and against my opinion.

1. Could be able to evaluate why some evils are natural and moral.

2. Could be able to evaluate why some people do not believe in God.

3. Could be able to give reasons for and against my opinion, using 
religious views.



Summarise the story of Jonah in no more than 5 bullet points 

Do you think this story shows that God is loving and merciful or angry and vengeful, explain 
why?

Is the God of Christianity merciful and loving or full of vengeance and anger?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLIabZc0
O4c – video to watch



Thunk 1
Would you choose to have no suffering 

ever again and lose your freewill?

OR

Suffer sometimes and be able to 
choose what you want to do?



Moral or Natural Evil?

Type of evil &/or 
suffering

Is it natural or moral? 
Or both?

Why?

1 Cancer Both Could have been caused by smoking 
(moral) or through natural causes in 
the body (natural)

2

3

4

5

Moral Evil – suffering caused by humans

Natural Evil – suffering caused by nature

Extension – Why are some evils both natural and moral?



Thunk 2

Which do you think 
causes the most 

suffering, natural or 
moral evil?



If God was real…

Complete the sheet which is aimed at your 
target grade.



Thunk 3

Is it possible to live a 
life without suffering?

What would that be 
like?



“Suffering proves that God does not 
exist” (12)

For Against Conclusion

Po
in

t

Someone may agree with this statement 
because…
A Muslim/Christian may agree with this 
statement because…
A (denomination) Muslim/Christian may agree 
with this statement because…
It could be strongly argued that…

Someone may disagree with this statement because…
A Muslim/Christian may disagree with this statement 
because…
A (denomination) Muslim/Christian may disagree with 
this statement because…
It could be strongly argued that…

In conclusion…

It would seem that…

Overall, the strongest argument is…

In conclusion, the evidence suggests…

Ev
id

en
ce

The evidence shows that…
In the Bible/Qur’an…
Jesus/Muhammad taught…
In church/the mosque…

Ar
gu

m
en

tA
ga

in
st However…

In contrast…
On the other hand…
It could be argued that…
This could be challenged…
This argument can be significantly weakened…
A (denomination) would argue that…

Li
nk

Ba
ck

 to
 

Q
uo

te

As a result…
This therefore suggests that…
This supports the statement…
This disproves the statement…



Thunk 4

If you could take 
someone’s suffering 
from them, and you 
have it, would you?



“Suffering proves that God does not 
exist” (12)

For Against Conclusion

Po
in

t

Someone may agree with this statement 
because…
A Muslim/Christian may agree with this 
statement because…
A (denomination) Muslim/Christian may agree 
with this statement because…
It could be strongly argued that…

Someone may disagree with this statement because…
A Muslim/Christian may disagree with this statement 
because…
A (denomination) Muslim/Christian may disagree with 
this statement because…
It could be strongly argued that…

In conclusion…

It would seem that…

Overall, the strongest argument is…

In conclusion, the evidence suggests…

Ev
id

en
ce

The evidence shows that…
In the Bible/Qur’an…
Jesus/Muhammad taught…
In church/the mosque…

Ar
gu

m
en

tA
ga

in
st However…

In contrast…
On the other hand…
It could be argued that…
This could be challenged…
This argument can be significantly weakened…
A (denomination) would argue that…

Li
nk

Ba
ck

 to
 

Q
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te

As a result…
This therefore suggests that…
This supports the statement…
This disproves the statement…
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